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CASE STUDY
 a general feeling in which individuals should 
embody when occupying workplace spaces is 
well-being. once achieving this, not only will 
they appreciate the space they work in, but it will 
evidently assist the company as well.



COLLABORATION PRODUCTIVITY CREATIVITY INNOVATION
/kə,labə’rāSH(ə)n/

participating in a joint activity to 
communicate ideas and produce 
goals.

noun

/,prō,dək’tivədē,,prädək’tivədē/

the effectiveness of effort.

noun

/,krēā’tivədē/

the act of putting together 
imagination and original ideas.

noun

/,inə’vāSH(ə)n/

introducing new methods, ideas, or 
products.

noun

THEMES



logistician
/lō -jĭ-stĭsh’ən/

inventive, creative, intelligent workers
noun

architect
/’ärkə,tekt/

hardworking independent people who prefer to 
work alone

noun

entrepreneur
/,äntrəprə’nər,,äntrəprə’noo(ə)r/

true innovator and risk takers
noun

entertainer
/,en(t)ər’tānər/

craves spotlight, social butterfly
noun

commander
/lō -jĭ-stĭsh’ən/

natural born leaders, confident and strong willed
noun

PERSONALITY TYPES
there are many spaces that tend to attract different 
people - with that information, spaces were assigned 
to a personality type in a workplace setting. 



Client: barry callebaut and 
chocolate  academy

Designer: studio 13 architects

Year: 2018

Size: eleven thousand three 
hundred and two sq ft

Barry Callebaut is one of the 
world’s largest cocoa and 
chocolate manufacturers in 
the world. Their workplace 
in Istanbul, Turkey is 
designed to implement the 
charactieristics of chocolate.

logistician 40%
academy, public meeting spaces

architect 30%
general manager office, private offices

entrepreneur 20%
sales, finance, public desks

entertainer 5%
coffee corner, lounge, break rooms

commander 5%
conference rooms, formal meeting spaces

barry callebaut utilizes areas to be private spaces in order to be productive, as well 
as creative spaces for people to thrive in and originate ideas into existence. the 
innovative spaces allows employees to meet and gather new thoughts and opinions 
towards new opportunities, and collaborative areas to share ideas and goals.

CASE NO. 1 



client: alma creative club

designer: tham & videgard

year: 2017

size: twenty three thousand 
three hundred fifty seven sq 
ft

resting in the heart of 
stockholm, sweden, 
alma creative club is a 
multicultural marketing 
agency, with space that 
makes it as a member’s club 
co-working hybrid. the five-
story building is adorned 
with unique spaces and 
custom furniture in the heart 
of stockholm’s cultural and 
economic center.

logistician 15%
workshops, studios, labs

architect 10%
private offices

entrepreneur 15%
open offices

entertainer 50%
cafe, lounge, kitchen

commander 10%
conference rooms, formal meeting spaces

alma creative club has general collaborative spaces that allows people to gather and 
share ideas, as well as spaces for them to meet and be creative together. other areas 
include areas where individuals attain deidcated offices to think and be innovative, 
and certain places to be productive.

CASE NO. 2 



GUIDELINES
ISSUES
some general issues one can encounter in workplace 
is lack of space. open plan noise, which causes 
distractions, as well as the overall work-wellness 

SOLUTIONS
the case studies mentioned solved these issues by 
having dedicated and open offices, quiet spaces 
for retreatment and areas  where employees can 

COMPARISON
case study no. 1 overall layout is for the average 
logistician and architect. this means most of the 
workplace is made up of individual work spaces to 
enhance productivity and aid in focus. however, 
case study no. 2 is designed with collaboration as its 
main priority by allowing for an open space concept 
for the ability for employees to get together and 
innovate



SITE & BUILDING ANALYSIS



LOCATION

population: 53,962

males: 48.5%

females: 51.5%

median age: 42.30

median age: $44,851

white collar: 73.21%

blue collar: 26.79%



SUN ROSE & PATH

the building will primarily 
receive sunlight on the 

souther facade, the wall 
opposite of the curtain 

wall. because of this, it is 
important to analyze the sun 
penetration from the south.

in the summer months, 
the sun will enter the space 

but only around 17’ into 
the building. during the 

afternoon in the summer, 
the sun will go deep into the 

building. the sunlight will 
enter from about 14’ to 62’ 

throughout the day.



SITE CONDITIONS

NOISE WIND
the noise of the traffic on 
the dolphin expressway 
combined with the noise of 
the airport can negatively 
affect users in the building

the wind is impacting 
the building on a north 
eastern trajectory. because 
the building is close to the 
water, the wind power can 
increase. however, because 
the windows might not be 
able to open, this won’t really 
impact the users



VIEWS

the primary views that 
surround the site (from left 

to right) and Carecloud, 
5201 blue lagoon drive 

garage, blue lagoon and 
hilton miami airport, and 

will not cause as much of a 
distraction when accessing 

the building itself.

secondary views, such as 
blue lagoon drive, havas 

media internation miami, 
and miami international 

airport, are not directly 
associated with the site, and 
therefrore do not intervene.



the building facades 
are constructed with a 

combination of concrete 
and curtain walls. within the 
space there is a large system 
on steel beams and columns 

that cannot be adjusted 
in the design. the vertical 

circulation on either end also 
allow for movement between 

the first and second floor. 

steel structure system

vertical circulation

windows

concrete construction

curtain wall

concrete columns

STRUCTURE



GRID & MEASUREMENTS

building scope stands for a perfect and 
simple form - no additions through 
volumes. it could be a potential 
opportunity for spaces with engaging 
purposes. the only presence of a columns 
forest increases the chances to get 
interesting solutions. spatially, it presents 
an unbalance due to the curtain glass wall 
along one of its facades. it means that 
spatial quality could vary in hierarchy. 
since the scope is a symmetric volume, 
the future solutions must keep in mind 
a couple of aspects - visual buckles, 
rhythm, repetitive massing, and the 
connection between them. visuals looks 
to have a fundamental weigh in space 
programming.

column grid
total area: 9668 sf per floor

total perimeter: 455 ft per floor

1070 sf 815 sf

795 sf

550 sf



BUILDING CONDITIONS

daylight

min daylight private/ threshold/ vertical circulation

mid daylight semi-private/ windows/ semi-enclosed

max daylight public/ curtain wall/ open space

zoning

the north side of the building 
has a curtain wall that will 
recieve the most daylight. 
as you move towards the 
center of the building, there 
is less natural light because 
there are no windows. this 
is important with workplace 
to avoid intense glare on 
computer screens. because 
the north side has large 
windows it lends itself to 
be a more open and public 
location



DOMINANT ISSUES

sunlight noise structure
althought sunlight is good 
for users well being; it 
can negatively impact the 
workplace when it comes 
to issues like glare and heat 
gain. controlling the suns 
penetration into the space is 
important.

heavy noise pullution can 
significantly distract the 
users of a space. because 
the building is so close to 
highways, main roads, and 
the airport noise control 
becomes a crucial element in 
design.

the building has an existing 
structural system that 
involves a grid of columns. 
these columns cannot be 
adjusted. instead of working 
against them, the design can 
use them to designate spaces.



CLIENT ANALYSIS



EAST MEETS WEST
1757
The kilbeggan 
irish whiskey 
distillery is 
established. It is 
known to be the 
world’s oldest and 
longest operating 
distillery

1795
Jacob beam sells 
his first barrel of 
whiskey and then 
begins the jim 
beam kentucky 
straight bourbon 
whiskey

1899
Shinkiro torii 
opens store in 
osaka japan and 
begins production 
of grape wine 
known now as 
suntory holdings

EST.
JAPAN

EST.
KENTUCKY

1923
Construction of 
japan’s first malt 
whiskey distillery, 
the yamazaki 
distillery.

2005
The acquisition 
of allied domecq 
premiumizes the 
brand portfolio 
and expands 
global reach

2010
Suntory is honored 
as “whiskey distiller 
of the year” - a first 
for any japanese 
company

2012
Beam inc. Invests 
$30  million and 
opens the jim beam 
american stillhouse 
visitors’ experience.

2014
Suntory holdings 
acquires beam inc., 
To create beam 
suntory - a world 
leader in premium 
spirits

PHILOSOPHY
Inspiring human connections is Beam Suntorys’ main mission. With over 2 centuries of history, they aspire 
to continue to spread the message of unleashing your spirit to their employees and consumers. With those 
beliefs, they have become the world’s fastest growing spirits company. 

WORKPLACES



UNLEASH YOUR SPIRIT

LOGO

WAX STAMP

The JIM BEAM brand showcases the 
company’s true American style. The use of 
handcrafted wax dipping and choice of font 
gives off an aged look just like their whiskey 
barrels.

FOUNDER’S
SIGNATURE

LOGO

CALIGRAPHY

HOUSE OF SUNTORY is influenced 
by a combination of japan’s nature, 
craftmanship, and tastes. The beautiful 
and detailed bottles are one of the many 
features that makes this brand recognizable.

ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT



LEGACIES

ALBERT BALADI
PRESIDENT & CEO

GREG HUGHES
PRESIDENT NORTH AMERICA

HIRO MIYAMORI
SVP & ADVISOR TO CEO

4,800
EMPLOYEES

SOLD IN
200 COUNTRIES



GROWING FOR GOOD
ENVIRONMENTCONSUMPTION COMMUNITY

$60M 5000 2$20M 500M 133M $15M 375000 $10M
Invested over 

the last 10 years
People 

reached with 
responsibility 

programs 
through iard

Parents, 
teachers and 

educators 
reached with 
responsibility 
programming 
through faar

Invested to reduce 
environmental 

impacts since 2008

People provided 
permanent 

access to safe 
drinking water 

in india through 
charity

Natural water 
sanctuaries 

established in 
north america

Raised by 
maker’s mark 

commemorative 
bottles for 
kentucky 
charities

Families 
served through 

operation 
homefront’s 

holiday meals 
for military 
served since 

2008

Fundraising 
goal for cruzan’s 

island spirit 
fund



PROGRAM ANALYSIS



SPACE DESCRIPTIONS
L O G I S T I C S

ACCOUNTING
Square ft: 610
Capacity: 7
Workspace: 1 manager office & 6 workstation type 
3
Support: 1 storage room & 1 safe room

Description: recording and reporting the cash 
flow transactions of a company. Some keys 
responsibilities are accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, payroll, financial reporting, and 
maintaining financial controls

OPERATIONS
Square ft: 504
Capacity: 13
Workspace: 1 manager office, 8 workstation type 4 
& 2 hoteling
Support: 3-drawer lateral file

Description: making sure that customer orders 
are filed on schedule. They cover managing 
production rhythms, and also syncing 
manufacturing timelines with availability and 
delivery of materials needed for production.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Square ft: 370
Capacity: 3
Workspace: 1 manager office, 1 workstation type 2 
Support: 1 mother room & 6 3-drawer lateral file

Description: recruiting, screening, interviewing 
and placing workers.They handle employees 
relations, payroll, benefit, and training. 

INFORMATION TECH
Square ft: 654
Capacity: 11
Workspace: 1 manager office & 4 workstation 
type 4
Support: 1 computer maintenance room & 2 
3-drawer lateral file

Description: oversees the instiallation and 
maintenance of computer network systems. 
They ensure the networks stay running smoothly 
while installing proper hardware and software to 
keep it functioning properly

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Square ft: 202
Capacity: 4
Workspace: 4 workstation type 3
Support: 1 3-drawer lateral file

Description: preventing mistakes and defects in 
manufactured products and avoiding problems 
when delivering products or services to 
customers.



SPACE DESCRIPTIONS
B R A N D I N G

MARKETING
Square ft: 590
Capacity: 6
Workspace: 1 manager office & 5 workstation type 
3
Support: 1 photo studio, 1 marketing print & 
collating area, & 3-drawer lateral file

Description: promotes your business and drives 
sales of its products or services. Brains behind 
the necessary research to identify the target 
customers and other audiences. They reach out to 
potential prospects.

PURCHASING
Square ft: 430
Capacity: 11
Workspace: 7 workstation type 3
Support: 1 collaboration area & 2 3-drawer lateral 
file

Description: produces all necessary materials 
needed for production and daily operations. 
They oversee all of the vendors that supply a 
company with items needed to operate properly. 
Essentially, they are the center of the successful 
supply chain management

SALES
Square ft: 864
Capacity: 30
Workspace: 1 manager office, 4 workstation type 4, & 
14 workstation type 5
Support: 6 3-drawer lateral file, 2 collaboration area, 
& 3 hoteling

Description: the direct link between a company’s 
product and its customers. They work with marketing 
department to advise based on feedback in order to 
further drive sales.

LOBBY & WAITING
Square ft: 520
Capacity: 5
Areas: 2 reception & lobby & 1 product display

Description: its purpose is used as the 
introduction to your brand as well as providing a 
space where one can sit or stand until the event or 
appointment begins.

EXECUTIVE SUITES
Square ft: 880
Capacity: 5
Workspace: 4 execute offices & 1 executive assistant 
office
Support: 2 3-drawer later file

Description: a provided private office space used by 
top managers or executives of the business. 

O T H E R



SPACE DESCRIPTIONS
O T H E R

BAR/CAFE
Square ft: 750
Capacity: 1

Description: opportunity for employees and 
visitors to enjoy lunch at the cafe and give them 
the ability to have another space to work in. The 
fully stocked bar allows users to participate in 
tastings and better understand the brand in its 
entirety - also allows opportunity for employee 
happy hours. 

BREAK ROOM/KITCHENETTE
Square ft: 150
Capacity: 1

Description: this allows employees to have their 
own area to take a break from work. This space 
allows management to meet, greet and eat with 
the rest of the company employees. It provides 
them with a place to relax and allows employees 
to have a mental break. 

SMALL SPECIFIED ROOMS
Square ft: 250
Capacity: 20

Description: smaller rooms like huddle rooms, 
focus rooms and collaboration areas allows 
employees to escape their workstation to work 
together with other employees. These rooms 
allow for maximum results in a business.

LARGE SPECIFIED ROOMS
Square ft: 780
Capacity: 16

Description: conference rooms whether medium 
or large, ensures that people are able to connect 
with each other in a dedicated space that allows 
them to work together toward common goals. 
Relationships are able to develop in private 
conference rooms as well. 

MISCELLANEOUS
Square ft: 1,020
Capacity: 10

Description: test expirementation, storage, server 
rooms and printing areas are more spaces that 
make up a successful workplace. 



ADJACENCY DIAGRAMS

LOBBY

COLLABCOLLAB
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EXECUTIVE 
SUITE
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MICRO-ADJACENCY DIAGRAMS

MANAGERS
OFFICE

WORKSTATION
TYPE 3

PHOTO
STUDIO
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MICRO-ADJACENCY DIAGRAMS
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STACK DIAGRAMS

COLLAB
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IT

QUALITY
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ACCOUNTING

OPERATIONS

HUMAN
RESOURCES

BAR
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LOBBY

BAR

CAFE MARKETING
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GOALS STATEMENT
PURPOSE MAIN GOALS GUIDELINES

The general purpose 
for the layout and 
programming of the 
design is to increase 
the overall wellness in a 
workplace. Prioritizing 
the employees well being 
results in better generation 
of ideas and performance.

Maintaining a healthy 
balance between both 
cultures and brands is the 
main goal as far as design. 

1. Balancing the multi-
cultural history is of 
importance to the brand 
and it’s workplace.

2. Instilling a sense of 
zen and harmony to 
implement the japanese 
culture.

3. Designing an open 
plan for opportunities 
to collaborate as well 
as private corners for 
concentrated work.

4. Using natural materials 
to create a sense of 
biophilia and comfort  to 
promote their sustainable 
beliefs.



CONCEPT

fluid order unity
jim beam acts as the fluid 
company due to their free 
spirited background and 
overall culture. the organic 
curves also resembled the 
wax drips that are essential 
in their branding.

house of suntory japanese 
influences like harmony, 
order and self-development 
are important in order for a 
successful design.

uniting both cultures 
is essential in order to 
represent the brand 
correctly. this is done by 
using contrasting elements 
throughout the space - in 
other words, making the 
design “meet halfway”



MODEL

wax drip - fluid

basswood - order



MATERIALS

carnegie upholstery - beigewalls - timber slats

edelman leather - rootbeer

bar flooring - white oak

wilsonart quartz - haida

acrylic floor - tuscan olive

porcelain tile - concrete
acrylic floor - 
sandstone



SPACE PLANNING
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UP

UP

SERVICE BLOCK

WOMEN
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UP

BAR
600 sq ft.

BREAK
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mezzanine
1/16” = 1’-0”

break room

full service 
bar
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third floor
1/16” = 1’-0”

phone 
booths
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REFLECTED CEILING PLAN

second floor
1/16” = 1’-0”

flat panel

recessed pendant

pendant

pendant



PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION
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REFLECTED CEILING PLAN

third floor
1/16” = 1’-0”

recessed

spider chandelier

pendant



FURNITURE LIST



FURNITURE LIST



SECTIONS

longitudinal

transversal



ELEVATIONS

cafe - second floor
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ELEVATIONS

bar - mezzanine

UP

BAR
600 sq ft.

BREAK
150 sq ft.
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ELEVATIONS

work space - third floor
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ELEVATIONS

manager’s - second floor
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LOBBY

STORAGE
50 sq ft.

250 sq ft.
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entrance - second floor



branding dept - second floor



phone booths - second floor



halfway bar - mezzanine



logistics dept entrance - third floor



open to below



exploded axonometric




